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Whale Watch 
& Snorkel Adventure


Book Now



	 Boarding / Check in: 1:00 pm 

Trip: 1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
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Morning Molokini
& turtle town snorkel tour



Most Popular Tour

Book Now



	 Boarding / Check in: 7:30 am 

Trip: 8:00 am – 1:00 pm
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Sunset dinner 
cocktail cruise


Book Now



	 Boarding / Check in: 5:00 pm 

Trip: 5:30 pm – 7:30 pm
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Turtle snorkel 
afternoon tour



SAVE $10

Book Now



	 Boarding / Check in: 1:00 pm 

Trip: 1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
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Private 
boat charters



Book Now



	 The Best Private Boat 

Charters on Maui
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Halloween Cruise 
Cruise to Lahaina



Book Now



	 Boarding / Check-in: 4:30 pm 

Arrive LAHAINA: 6:30 pm
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Best day on Maui tour 
Maui’s only Molokini snorkel, 

dolphin watch and turtle 

swim adventure 




Featured 

Tours

Book Now



	 Dock Boarding / Check-In Time: 7:45 am
Trip: 8:00 am - 2:00 pm
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Leilani Private 
Boat Charters



Book Now



	 The Best Small Group Private
Boat Charters on Maui
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Fourth of July 
Fireworks Cruise



Book Now



	 Boarding / Check-in: 6:00 pm
Trip: 6:30 pm – 9:45 pm
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HOLIDAY CRUISES
boat charters


Book Now



	 Valentine’s Day
	 Fourth of July
	 Halloween
	 New Year’s Eve

 











Discover an Underwater Paradise

Book online with code Discovery7

Book Now



Our Newsletter

Get the latest news in your inbox






Email Address 











 Subscribe 
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By continuing, you agree to our use of Cookies, Terms & Privacy Policy, including data transfer to the U.S. from your country of residence.
Cookie settingsAgree & Proceed



Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	fh-content-language	Session	Set by Fareharbour. We use fareharbour.com for our online booking system. Determines which language will be used for translating content.
	fh-target-language	Session	Set by Fareharbour. We use fareharbour.com for our online booking system. Determines which language will be used for translating content.
	fh-units-language	Session	Set by Fareharbour. We use fareharbour.com for our online booking system. Determines which format will be used for localizing content.
	pomsec_cerber_groove	12 months	This is a functional cookie which functionality is to provide protection against hackers, provide technical functions.
	pomsec_cerber_groove_x_#	14 days	This is a functional cookie which functionality is to provide protection against hackers, provide technical functions.
	pomsec_x	1 day	There are several cookies with pomsec_ prefix followed by random alphanumerical string Those are functional cookies which functionality is to provide protection against hackers, provide technical functions.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.












Functional 


functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	6 months	A cookie that YouTube sets that measures your bandwidth to determine whether you get the new player interface or the old.
	YSC	Session	This cookie is set by the YouTube video service on pages with embedded YouTube video. Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.












Performance 


performance






Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_derived_epik	12 months	The Pinterest Tag service helps us to analyze our campaigns as well as to display our content on Pinterest to our users specifically tailored to their interests. Placed when the Pinterest tag reports a match identified without using cookies, such as through enhanced match. The Pinterest tag caches information to make matching on future pages easier.
	_pinterest_ct_ua	12 months	The Pinterest Tag service helps us to analyze our campaigns as well as to display our content on Pinterest to our users specifically tailored to their interests. A third party cookie which groups actions for users who cannot be identified by Pinterest. It contains a unique UUID to group actions across pages.
	_pin_unauth	12 months	The Pinterest Tag service helps us to analyze our campaigns as well as to display our content on Pinterest to our users specifically tailored to their interests. A first party cookie which groups actions for users who cannot be identified by Pinterest. It contains a unique UUID to group actions across pages.












Analytics 


analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	This cookie is used by Google Analytics to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.
	_ga_#	2 years	Used by Google Analytics to collect data on the number of times a user has visited the website as well as dates for the first and most recent visit.
	_uetvid	13 months	This is a cookie utilized by Microsoft Bing Ads and is a tracking cookie. It allows us to engage with a user that has previously visited our website.












Advertisement 


advertisement






Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	CONSENT	2 years	Google Ads Optimization cookie
	NID	7 days	Google Ads Optimization cookie
	_fbp	3 months	Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers
	_gcl_au	3 months	This cookie is used by Google Analytics to understand user interaction with the website.
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